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JOURNALISTS ADOPT INSTANT MESSAGING ON THE
IMPACT OF NEWSGATHERING
ABSTRACT
Instant Messaging (IM) has been popular for a decade, and news
production has changed due to IM. Since the research of IM does not
reach out to the area of news production, this thesis is going to explore
the influence of IM toward news production. The thesis will describe how
journalists communicate with each other by IM through the news
production process, and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
using IM.
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This study is a qualitative research methods with deep views.
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Through participant observation
of a inside journalist, it took 4 years to
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discover the results, which are (1) Journalists use IM is based on the
motivation of complete news covering task, (2) Journalists rely on IM to
complete the task of newsgathering, (3) "Social control in the news room"
extends control by IM, (4) The communications and interactions between
Journalists and the news sources is still traditional, which are
interviewing, or by telephone, not IM, (5) Using IM in newsgathering is
still has personal and private, (6) Journalists use IM to exchange
information, news reporting appears the same point of view, (7) under the
condition of downsizingŢ manpower in the news industry,
the press tacitly
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ů rewrite”.
ń “news copy and news
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The thesis recommended: (1) re-positioning IM in the process of
news production value, (2) the Press must face up to the phenomenon of
“news copy and the news viewpoint homogenization”,(3) IM into the
news operating system will become a trend.
Keywords: Instant Messaging ( IM ), MSN, News Production,
Interpersonal Communication, Social Control in the News Room
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